Program Overview

- A division of HealthTrust, AdvantageTrust is a group purchasing organization providing non-acute care members access to the same negotiated contracts HealthTrust has established for its larger hospital members, presenting the information in a way that is most relevant to facilities outside of a hospital setting. The program’s medical supply and pharmaceutical distribution partners specialize in serving non-acute market segments, offering low units of measure and timely committed schedules for delivery. Offices that register with AdvantageTrust become direct members of the program and there is no affiliation with Trinity Health. Learn more at https://advantagetrustpg.com/what-we-do/

- Large practices have the potential to become AdvantageTrust members as recognized affiliates of Trinity Health. This option allows access to Trinity Health agreements that cover the non-acute class of trade and requires a 2-year commitment with the expectation to transition to Trinity’s contracted suppliers. A diligence process must be completed to confirm eligibility. Please contact Tony Jarvis (jarvisad@trinity-health.org) for more information.

Enrollment Information

The enrollment process for a direct AdvantageTrust membership is simple. Following enrollment, offices receive virtual materials to begin accessing agreements. The AdvantageTrust team is accessible to support onboarding.

Consideration for membership through Trinity Health starts by contacting Tony Jarvis (jarvisad@trinity-health.org) to complete a questionnaire and initiate the diligence process. After working with Tony, enrollment can be completed online at https://advantagetrustpg.com/become-a-member/.